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Interpretation and implementation matters
General compliance and enforcement
CLOSURE OF DOMESTIC IVORY MARKETS:
REPORT OF THE SECRETARIAT
1.

This document has been prepared by the Secretariat.

2.

At its 18th meeting (CoP18, Geneva 2019), the Conference of Parties adopted Decisions 18.117 to 18.119
on Closure of domestic ivory markets as follows:
18.117 Directed at Parties
Parties that have not closed their domestic markets for commercial trade in raw and worked
ivory are requested to report to the Secretariat for consideration by the Standing Committee at
its 73rd and 74th meetings on what measures they are taking to ensure that their domestic
ivory markets are not contributing to poaching or illegal trade.
18.118 Directed at the Secretariat
The Secretariat shall compile the reports and make them available to Parties in advance of the
Standing Committee meetings.
18.119 Directed to the Standing Committee
The Standing Committee shall:
a)

consider the reports under Decision 18.118; and

b)

report on this matter and make recommendations, as appropriate and consistent with the
scope and mandate of the Convention, to the 19th meeting of Conference of the Parties.

3.

The Secretariat issued Notification to the Parties No. 2020/026 on 23 March 2020, requesting Parties to
report to the Secretariat the information required in Decision 18.117. Parties were encouraged to take into
consideration all relevant provisions contained in Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18) on Trade in
elephant specimens and in other relevant Resolutions.

4.

Eight reports were submitted by the European Union (EU coordinated reply); Israel; Japan; New Zealand;
South Africa; Thailand; the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland; and Zimbabwe.

5.

In 2020, the postponement of the 73rd meeting of the Standing Committee created an additional opportunity
to request Parties to report to the Secretariat on Decision 18.117. The Secretariat therefore issued another
Notification to the Parties (No. 2021/005) on 18 January 2021, requesting Parties that had not submitted
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reports in response to Notification to the Parties No. 2020/026, or wished to provide an update on reports
submitted in 2020, to report to the Secretariat by 30 April 2021.
6.

Four responses were received, including two updates from Parties that submitted reports in response to
Notification No. 2020/026: Australia, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) of China, Japan and
South Africa. It should be noted that Hong Kong SAR indicated that Part A of the National Ivory Action Plan
(NIAP) progress report it submitted on 30 June 2020 covered the information requested in the Notification.

7.

Responses received in response to both Notifications are contained in Annexes 1 to 10 to the present
document (in English only and in the format as received) for consideration by the Standing Committee. The
Secretariat would like to thank the Parties for the reports they submitted. A summary of the responses
received is provided in paragraphs 8 to 17 below.

Summary of measures reported by Parties
8.

Australia reported that, in addition to the strict domestic measures implemented since 1990 on the prohibition
of almost all commercial imports and exports of African elephant items, an internal process was underway
to implement the commitment made by Australia at CoP18 to ban domestic trade in ivory (Annex 1).

9.

The European Union and its Member States reported that a comprehensive set of rules governing trade in
ivory specimens within the EU had been developed, e.g., trade to, within, and from the EU of ivory for
commercial purposes was generally not permitted; narrow exemptions are specified; and the re-export of
raw ivory has been suspended since 1 July 2017 (Annex 2). The implementation of these rules was a top
priority for enforcement agencies in the EU Member States and information relating to enforcement efforts
were shared in the report by the EU. Furthermore, the EU and its Member States were in the process of
finalizing further restrictive measures that will target the re-export of worked ivory from the EU as well as the
EU internal market, i.e., prohibition on commercial trade in raw ivory within the EU and worked ivory with
narrow exemptions (draft revised guidance document – EU regime governing trade in ivory).

10. Hong Kong SAR provided information in Part A of its NIAP progress report relating to the implementation of
the three-step plan to phase out the local ivory trade by the end of 2021 (Annex 3). The first two steps that
included the ban on the import and re-export of all elephant hunting trophies and international trade in those
post-Convention ivory items permissible under CITES, as well as the import and re-export of pre-Convention
ivory for commercial purposes, had been implemented. The final step, a ban on the possession of ivory for
commercial purposes, would be implemented from 31 December 2021. Information relating to enforcement
actions was also provided in the report.
11. Israel indicated in its report that elephants and parts and derivatives of elephants may not be kept or traded
(domestically or internationally) without a permit from the relevant authority (Israel Nature and Parks
Authority) (Annex 4). International commercial trade in ivory has not been allowed, except for pre-convention
specimens, while some non-commercial trade had been permitted. New stricter guidelines which would
ensure the closure of Israel’s commercial domestic and international trade in elephant and mammoth ivory
had been enacted on 1 January 2021. The new guidelines also include further restrictions on noncommercial trade and possession of elephant and mammoth ivory.
12. Japan responded to both Notifications to the Parties (No. 2020/026 and No. 2021/005) (Annex 5) and
provided information relating to the legal, enforcement and awareness raising measures implemented to
regulate the legal domestic ivory market in Japan. Information relating to international cooperation and
privately held stocks of elephant ivory was also provided.
13. New Zealand indicated that it was still investigating the need for further regulation to ensure its domestic
market is not contributing to poaching or illegal trade (Annex 6). In September 2019, the government of New
Zealand released a public discussion document inviting submissions on a review of the Trade in Endangered
Species Act that included the regulation of elephant ivory and a set of options for regulation of domestic
elephant ivory markets and additional border controls relating to elephant ivory. New Zealand indicated that
the timeframe for the government to consider the submissions on the options in the discussion document
had been delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
14. South Africa responded to both Notifications to the Parties (No. 2020/026 and No. 2021/005) (Annex 7) and
provided information relating to measures taken to regulate the legal domestic ivory market in South Africa.
South Africa also reported on its increasing elephant populations, the decline in numbers of elephants
illegally killed in South Africa, and ivory seizures.
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15. Thailand provided information on the status and legality of its domestic ivory markets and the implementation
and enforcement of the legal provisions, awareness raising and demand reduction activities, as well as
capacity-building and strengthening cooperation under the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
framework (Annex 8). Thailand also reported on measures to address e-commerce in elephant specimens.
Information relating to the specialized task force established to combat and suppress illegal wildlife trade
over the internet referred to as the Yiaw Dong (Wild Hawk Team) initiative was also shared in the report.
16. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland provided information relating to primary legislation
adopted in December 2018 that put in place a strict domestic ivory sales ban with limited exemptions
(Annex 9). Detailed provisions such as the establishment of a registration scheme for exempt items were
under development at the time the report was submitted to the Secretariat.
17. Zimbabwe submitted information relating to the legislative framework implemented to regulate the legal
domestic ivory market, including the licensing and registration system used to regulate ivory manufacturers
(Annex 10). Information was provided relating to monitoring and enforcement, including training, inspections
and joint operations, as well as on conservation, education and awareness-raising activities.
Previous reports submitted by the Secretariat
18. The Secretariat would like to draw the attention of the Standing Committee to the previous reports relating
to domestic ivory markets prepared by the Secretariat. At the 70th meeting of the Standing Committee
(SC70, Sochi, October 2018), the Secretariat reported on the following request from the 69th meeting of
Standing Committee (SC69, Geneva, November – December 2017) (SC69 SR):
b)

The Standing Committee directed the Secretariat to issue a Notification to all Parties drawing
their attention to paragraph 3 of Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP17) recommending “that all
Parties and non-Parties in whose jurisdiction there is a legal domestic market for ivory that is
contributing to poaching or illegal trade, take all necessary legislative, regulatory and
enforcement measures to close their domestic markets for commercial trade in raw and worked
ivory as a matter of urgency”.

c)

The Standing Committee also directed the Secretariat in the Notification mentioned in paragraph
b) above to invite relevant Parties to provide to the Secretariat information specified in paragraph
8 of Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP17) on the status of the legality of their domestic ivory
markets and efforts to implement the provisions of the Resolution, including efforts to close
domestic markets that contribute to poaching or illegal trade.

19. Twelve Parties submitted information in response to Notification to the Parties No. 2017/077 issued on 19
December 2017 and the responses were shared with the Standing Committee in an Annex to document
SC70 Doc. 49.1 (SC70 Doc. 49.1 Annex 2). Eight of the Parties that submitted reports also submitted reports
in response to the Notifications referred to in paragraphs 3 and 5 of the present document. The countries
that did not respond to Notifications to the Parties No. 2020/026 and No. 2021/005, but responded to
Notification to the Parties No. 2017/077 (Côte d’Ivoire, Greece, Singapore and the United States of America)
had indicated that there is no legal domestic market in their respective countries (Côte d’Ivoire and Greece);
that it was in the process of considering legislating a domestic ban on the sale of ivory (Singapore); or that
steps had been taken to put in place a near total ban on trade in elephant ivory (United States of America).
In the case of Singapore, the Party informed the Secretary-General on 27 August 2021 that a domestic ban
on the sale, advertisement and public display of elephant ivory and ivory products for the purpose of sale
will come into effect on 1 September 2021 (Domestic Trade Ban in Ivory).
20. SC70 also considered the report of the Secretariat on the Domestic controls in consumer markets for
specimens of CITES listed species for which international trade is predominantly illegal (SC70 Doc. 28) that
resulted in the Standing Committee recommending a proposed amendment to Resolution Conf. 10.10 on
Trade in elephant specimens to urge Parties that close their domestic markets to enhance their border
controls and to collaborate with neighboring countries that have not taken similar measures. At CoP18, the
Parties considered document CoP18 Doc. 31 on the same matter and adopted the proposed amendment to
Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP17) [see paragraph 6 of Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18)].
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Conclusions
21. The Secretariat notes the limited number of responses that were submitted in response to notifications
issued relating to the closure of domestic ivory markets. Based on the limited response and previous reports
prepared by the Secretariat and considered by the Standing Committee at its 69th and 70th meetings in
2017 and 2018, it could be that some Parties did not see the need to report because:
a)

domestic markets for commercial trade in raw and worked ivory have been banned through the
promulgation and implementation of prohibitions; or

b)

Parties do not have domestic markets for commercial trade in raw or worked ivory; or

c)

Parties do not have legal domestic markets for ivory that is contributing to poaching or illegal trade.

22. The provisions in paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 of Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18) on Trade in elephant
specimens specify the actions to be taken by Parties to address domestic ivory markets that are contributing
to poaching or illegal trade, while the provisions in paragraph 7 address actions to be taken by Parties relating
to among others legal domestic markets and unregulated markets for illegal ivory.
23. The reports received from Parties contained in Annexes 1 to 10 reflected the actions taken to address the
above-mentioned provisions in the Resolution, with some Parties providing more details than others. The
Secretariat notes that the development, review and implementation of legislative provisions are the focus
since it underpins all other activities, such as enforcement, including inspections, as well as public awareness
campaigns. Eight Parties reported that they have put in place internal legislative, regulatory, enforcement
and other measures to regulate or prohibit domestic trade in ivory; two Parties reported that they were in the
process of either exploring the need to promulgate ivory-specific internal legislation or conducting internal
consultations relating to the prohibition of domestic trade in ivory.
24. Only one Party reported on e-commerce (trade over the internet). This may be an area that requires further
attention and the provisions in Resolution Conf. 11.3 (CoP18) on Compliance and enforcement, paragraphs
12 and 13, could assist in this regard.
25. According to paragraph 9 of Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18), Parties are requested to inform the
Secretariat of the status of the legality of their domestic ivory markets and efforts to implement the provisions
of the Resolution, including efforts to close those markets that contribute to poaching or illegal trade. The
Secretariat is of the view that additional separate reporting on this matter, as required in Decision 18.117,
may not be necessary.
26. Going forward, the Standing Committee could consider requesting the Secretariat to include a reminder to
Parties about the provision in paragraph 9 of Resolution Conf 10.10 (Rev. CoP18) in the notification issued
annually on the provisions in the resolution relating to the marking, inventories and security of elephant ivory
stocks.
27. The Secretariat recommends that information shared with the Secretariat in accordance with paragraph 9 of
the Resolution be included in reports submitted to the Standing Committee as per paragraph 10 c) of
Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18). The Standing Committee could, if relevant, include this information in
its report to the Conference of Parties in line with paragraphs 17 c) and 19 of the Resolution.
28. The Secretariat observes that the scope and object of the Convention is to regulate trade to protect listed
species against over-exploitation through international trade, as stated in its preamble. Trade is defined in
the Convention, Article I, paragraph (c) to mean “export, re-export, import and introduction from the sea”. It
may be advisable to limit recommendations on legal ivory domestic markets within the scope of the
Convention.
Recommendations
29. The Standing Committee is invited to:
a)

take note of this document and the reports submitted by Australia, the European Union, Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region of China, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa, Thailand, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Zimbabwe;
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b)

consider the reports under Decision 18.118 contained in Annexes 1 to 10 to the present document; and

c)

consider the Secretariat’s observations in paragraphs 21 to 28.

30. The Secretariat recommends that the Standing Committee:
a)

encourage Parties to pay particular attention to the provisions contained in paragraphs 12 and 13 of
Resolution Conf. 11.3 (Rev. CoP18) on Compliance and enforcement in addressing illegal ivory trade;

b)

request the Secretariat to include a reminder to Parties about the provisions in paragraph 9 of Resolution
Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18) on Trade in elephant specimens in the Notification it issues annually to remind
Parties about the provisions in Resolution Conf 10.10 (Rev. CoP18) relating to the marking, inventories
and security of elephant ivory stocks;

c)

request the Secretariat to assist the Standing Committee in its reporting to the Conference of the Parties
as provided for in paragraph 19 of Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18), and to include the information
contained in the present document in the report called for in Decision 18.119, paragraph b); and

d)

invite the Conference of the Parties to agree that Decisions 18.117 to 18.119 have been fully
implemented and can be deleted.
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Australia’s response to Notification 2021/005 – Closure of domestic ivory markets
Australia notes that at its 18th meeting (CoP18), the CITES Conference of the Parties adopted
Decision 18.177 and 18.188 on closure of domestic ivory markets.
18.117 Directed to Parties
Parties that have not closed their domestic markets for commercial trade in raw and worked
ivory are requested to report to the Secretariat for consideration by the Standing Committee
at its 73rd and 74th meetings on what measures they are taking to ensure that their
domestic ivory markets are not contributing to poaching or illegal trade.
18.118 Directed to the Secretariat
The Secretariat shall compile the reports and make them available to Parties in advance of
the Standing Committee meetings
Australia supports the call for Parties which have not taken such action be required to report on the
measures they are taking to ensure their markets are not contributing to poaching or illegal trade.
Although Australia’s domestic market does not represent a major threat to wild elephant
populations, Australia is dedicated to protecting species at risk from poaching and illegal wildlife
trade including elephants. At CoP18, Australia announced its intention to implement a domestic ban
for trade in elephant ivory. Australia is committed to ensuring steps are taken to end domestic trade
in all jurisdictions within Australia. Work is underway to implement this commitment. Due to
Australia’s constitutional framework, this requires cooperation from national and state and territory
governments.
Australia has already ensured that all our international trade is in strict compliance with CITES
regulations. Further, Australia has had a strict domestic measure in place that has effectively banned
almost all commercial imports and exports of African elephant items since 1990. Australia’s ivory
market is relatively small compared to major ivory markets; for the period 2010-2015, Australia
accounted for 0.9 per cent of global legal ivory imports (2,108 items).
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EU coordinated reply to CITES Notification 2020/026
In its Notification 2020/026, the CITES Secretariat invites Parties that have not closed their
domestic markets for commercial trade in raw and worked ivory to report on measures taken
to ensure that their domestic ivory markets are not contributing to poaching or illegal trade.
Parties are furthermore encouraged to take into consideration relevant provisions contained in
Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18) on Trade in elephant specimens, such as the
recognition that “narrow exemptions to this closure for some items may be warranted; any
exemptions should not contribute to poaching or illegal trade; and the need for Parties in
whose jurisdiction is […] a legal trade in ivory […] comprehensive internal legislative,
regulatory, enforcement and other measures are put in place to regulate the domestic trade”.
The EU and its Member States continue to be firmly committed to combating elephant
poaching and ivory trafficking. Addressing this problem is one of the cornerstones of the EU
Action Plan against Wildlife Trafficking,1 and many initiatives have been taken over the
years by the EU and its Member States against elephant poaching and ivory trafficking.
Additional action will be decided upon in 2020, as announced in the EU’s recently adopted
Biodiversity Strategy.2 More specifically, the EU and its Member States are in the process of
finalizing further restrictive measures that will target the re-export of ivory from the EU as
well as the EU internal market.
As part of their approach against illegal ivory trade, the EU and its Member States:
1. have developed a comprehensive set of rules governing trade in ivory specimens
within the EU;
2. have suspended the re-export of raw ivory since 1 July 2017;
3. have made the implementation of these rules a top priority for enforcement agencies
in the EU Member States;
4. have provided considerable support to other Parties with capacity-building initiatives,
and to CITES and other international organisations (notably ICCWC partners3) for
their actions against elephant poaching and ivory trafficking.
Domestic ivory trade in the EU
CITES is implemented in the EU through Regulation (EC) No 338/974 and associated
Commission Regulations (“EU Wildlife Trade Regulations”). With regard to elephant ivory,
the EU has adopted additional measures that are stricter than CITES provisions. As a result,
trade to, within and from the EU of ivory for commercial purposes is generally not permitted.
Intra-EU trade (between and within Member States) and the re-export of ivory for
commercial purposes are only permitted under the following conditions:


1
2
3
4

Intra-EU trade is authorised for ivory items only when it can be demonstrated that
the related specimens were imported into the EU before the elephant species was
listed in Appendix I of CITES (18 January 1990 for African elephant and 1 July
1975 for Asian elephant). Intra-EU trade can only occur if a certificate has been

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/cites/trafficking_en.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/biodiversity/strategy/index_en.htm
Interpol, World Customs Organisation, UNODC, World Bank, CITES
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:01997R0338-20170204&qid=1484753427128&from=EN

2

issued to this effect by the relevant EU Member State (except for ‘worked
specimens’5 proven to be acquired before 3 March 1947, which can currently still
be traded in the EU without a certificate, but which require proof of age and legal
background). Such certificates are issued on a case-by-case basis, meaning that
each potential sale is thoroughly scrutinized before being authorised. These rules
apply to commercial transactions of ivory items all across the EU, including for
commercial transactions occurring within a Member State;


Re-export from the EU is authorised for ivory worked specimens acquired before
the date on which CITES became applicable to them. A suspension is in place for
the re-export of raw ivory from the EU to other countries. Pursuant to the
recommendations by the European Commission in its guidance document on ivory
trade, EU Member States can no longer issue re-export certificates for raw ivory
since 1 July 20176.

These rules go beyond the requirements set out in CITES and are more stringent than the
rules governing domestic ivory trade within the jurisdictions of many other Parties.
Implementation of CITES and EU rules on ivory trade
The above-mentioned guidance document on ivory trade by the European Commission
contains strict, detailed recommendations on the implementation of EU legal rules on ivory
trade. This includes recommendations on the conditions under which evidence to demonstrate
legal acquisition should be accepted by the Member States Management Authorities before
they may issue certificates, as well as on the marking, registration and other means aimed to
identify ivory items.
In addition to commercial re-export of raw ivory being suspended since 2017, the re-export
of worked ivory items from the EU, carried out in line with the EU Regulation, has also
decreased substantially since 2016. Further measures addressing re-export as well as internal
ivory trade, are being discussed internally at the time of making this submission. The overall
rationale is to limit further trade in potential higher-risk items while continuing to allow a
limited and well-controlled trade in low-risk items. As such, the EU and its Member States
intend to arrive at a precautionary as well as a proportionate approach to the EU’s domestic
ivory trade. Further details on these will be shared with other Parties to the Convention in due
course.
Furthermore, addressing ivory trafficking remains one of the top priorities defined at EU
level for the enforcement of CITES. The issue is systematically discussed twice a year within
the EU wildlife trade enforcement group, which gathers enforcement agencies from the EU
Member States, the European Commission, as well as other EU and international agencies
(Europol, Eurojust, Interpol, CITES Secretariat, UNODC, WCO).
Results of these enforcement efforts of recent years can be found on the EU’s website
(https://ec.europa.eu/environment/cites/reports_en.htm#seizures_annual_illegal).
Cooperation with other Parties to the Convention, notably ivory-trade destination countries
such as China and Vietnam, on enforcement of CITES rules on ivory has also been increased
5

6

For the definition of “worked specimens” in EU law, see Article 2(w) of the Regulation cited in footnote 4 above.
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/cites/pdf/guidance_ivory.pdf
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in the last years. Several EU Member States are involved in international enforcement
cooperation against ivory trafficking through Interpol and its dedicated working group on
wildlife trafficking.
Links between the EU domestic ivory market and elephant poaching or illegal ivory
trade
In line with paragraph 3 of CITES Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18), possible links
between the EU domestic ivory market and elephant poaching or illegal ivory trade are being
investigated thoroughly by the EU and its Member States. To this end, data relating to illegal
and legal ivory trade affecting the EU is continuously being scrutinised, alongside
information from relevant stakeholders (sectors involved in legal ivory trade in the EU,
NGOs, researchers, etc.).
The information available at present shows that important quantities of old ivory items are
present in the EU, which were imported into EU Member States before elephant species were
included in CITES Appendix I. In addition, the overall demand for ivory items in the EU has
decreased over the last decades, in contrast to the demand from other countries. This, as well
as seizure and investigation data, indicates that the EU market is not attracting ivory items of
illegal origin from recently poached elephants.
It remains important to ensure that rules and enforcement efforts in the EU effectively
prevent that legal trade of ivory items within and from the EU contribute to elephant
poaching or illegal trade in ivory. An issue of particular relevance in that context, for the EU
and its Member States, is to reduce the risk that ivory items acquired in the EU and then
exported to third countries could fuel the demand for illegal ivory items, and thus undermine
enforcement and demand reduction activities. This is part of the ongoing internal discussion
process on further measures.
If possible, the EU and its Member States will provide additional information to the CITES
Secretariat on the issues subject to Notification 2020/026, at or before the 73rd meeting of the
Standing Committee.

4
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CITES SC73 NATIONAL IVORY ACTION PLAN PROGRESS REPORT
Parties of ‘primary concern’
Prepared for the 73rd meeting of the CITES Standing Committee

---------Party: HONG Kong SAR, China
Reporting period: September 2015 – June 2020

PART A: Synopsis of NIAP implementation
Progress to date
The Standing Committee recognized Hong Kong SAR of China has substantially
achieved the NIAP at SC66 and SC70.
Hong Kong SAR of China was encouraged to submit a report to SC73 on 4 specific
areas of regulating ivory trade. The measures implemented and the corresponding
achievements are illustrated below:
A. Any further measures taken and activities implemented to combat illegal trade in
ivory
The Hong Kong SAR CITES Management Authority (HKMA) has been conducting
inspections targeting at licensed ivory shops and non-licensed art and craft shops
to check the licence compliance as well as to detect and deter illegal ivory trade.
The department has been applying radiocarbon dating analysis to determine the
age and hence the legality of ivory. Control buy operations were conducted at local
licensed ivory shops, and a total of 4 licensed shops were proved selling ivory
products that were obtained after ivory trade ban of year 1990 by the radiocarbon
dating analysis. Enforcement actions were taken and the concerned licensees
were subsequently prosecuted and convicted. The cases were reported by local
media and it is believed the enforcement actions imposed deterrent effect to illegal
trade.

1

B. Progress with the implementation of the three-step plan outlined in Notification to
the Parties No. 2018/057 of 1 June 2018
The three-step plan to phase out the local ivory trade by the end of 2021
commenced on 1 May 2018. Since then, the import and re-export of all elephant
hunting trophies and those remaining post-Convention ivory items that the import,
export and re-export of which are currently permissible under CITES has been
banned (step 1).
We are currently at step 2 of the phase out plan where starting from 1 August 2018,
the import and re-export of pre-Convention ivory has been banned. Licence to
possess is required for keeping pre-Convention ivory for commercial purposes.
Applications have been scrutinised and inspection of the commercial stocks of preConvention ivory has been conducted for recording weight, taking photo and
putting on tamper-proof hologram sticker. To publicise the phase-out plan of the
local ivory trade and the new penalty regime among the general public, travellers
and traders, HKMA has carried out a series of publicity and education activities
such as distribution of handbills and display of posters at various import and export
control points, broadcasting TV and radio announcements of public interest at
cross-boundary coaches and YouTube Channel, as well as conducting education
visits to licensed ivory shops and other art and craft shops.
Starting from 31 December 2021, possession of ivory for commercial purposes will
be banned, which means domestic ivory market will be shut down by then (step 3).
C. Any measures and activities implemented to prevent the displacement of illegal
trade in ivory to Hong Kong SAR, that may result from the closure of domestic ivory
markets in Mainland China
HKMA has been in close contact with the Mainland counterparts in updating the
measures of regulating ivory trade on both places. To prevent the potential
laundering of licensed ivory by ivory of illegal source, apart from the existing
marking/labeling of unique number on the raw ivory, a new marking system of
unique tamper-proof hologram is put on registered ivory tusks and worked ivory of
over 0.1kg. Photographic record has also been taken for worked ivory. Inspection
to the licensed ivory shops was stepped up and enforcement actions to be taken if
irregularities found.
D. Measures implemented to deter and detect worked ivory products moving out of
Africa to Hong Kong SAR, and to penalize offenders involved.
Enforcement agents of Hong Kong including the Customs and Excise Department
and HKMA keep vigilant in combating smuggling of endangered species including
ivory from entering Hong Kong. There were 2 major ivory seizure cases in the
2

reporting period. The first case happened in July 2017 where about 7 tonnes of
raw ivory was seized in a container imported from Malaysia and reported to contain
“frozen fish”. This case was the largest seizure of raw ivory so far and it was
revealed after DNA tests that the ivory was sourced from Africa. The second case
was in January 2019. Based on the intelligence from Mainland China, Hong Kong
Customs seized in a maritime cargo that was re-exported from Nigeria to Hong
Kong which was scheduled to be further shipped to Viet Nam. About 2,070 kg of
ivory and about 8,268 kg pangolin scales were found in the container. Information
of both cases was sent to relevant Parties via Eco-message for their possible follow
up actions. Also, ivory sample taking of the year 2017 case was performed and
samples were sent to Dr. Samuel Wasser to trace the origin and smuggling route
of ivory, and hence assisted the country of origin to protect their elephants.
In the legislative amendments to implement the three-step ivory phase out plan
mentioned in Part B above, the maximum penalties of the legislation were also
largely increased. For offences convicted on indictment, the maximum penalty for
Appendix I species is a fine of 10 million Hong Kong dollars and imprisonment for
10 years (the previous maximum penalty was a fine of 5 million Hong Kong dollars
and imprisonment of 2 years only) The significant increase of penalty has a strong
deterrent effect against illicit wildlife trade, and sends a clear signal to the
international and local communities that Hong Kong SAR is committed to the
protection of endangered species and to combating wildlife trafficking. In fact, with
the continuous effort in combating smuggling of ivory and the large increment of
maximum penalties, the once commonly seen modus operandi of passengers
smuggling ivory using their suitcase has been largely reduced in the last couple of
years.
The National Ivory Action Plan of Hong Kong SAR has been carried out in accordance
with the work plan and the targets have substantially achieved. More information of
the actions and achievements could be found in part (C) below.

Future outlook
The HKSAR Government is committed to the protection of endangered species
including elephants, and abides by the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) in regulation of trade in
endangered species including elephants.
The domestic ivory market of Hong Kong SAR will be shut down by the end of 2021.
In the meantime, the measures to combat illegal trade in ivory will continue to be
implemented and monitoring of the local ivory market has been stepped up to check
any irregularities. We will also keep on enhancing public awareness on protection of
endangered species through public education and publicity.
3

The enforcement agents of Hong Kong will endeavor, as always, to combat smuggling
of endangered species including ivory in future. We also recognize the importance of
international cooperation and will strive for the opportunity to participate in international
enforcement operation and keep close contact with other counterparts in intelligent
exchange. We will continue our unwavering efforts to implement the CITES and
maintain our enforcement momentum.

4

PART B: Summary evaluation of actions (assigned progress ratings)

PROGRESS RATING
CATEGORY/PILLAR

1. [Regulation of Trade]

Substantially
achieved

On track

Challenging

Unclear

1.1 Legislation and
licensing control
1.2 Compliance
monitoring

2. [Enforcement]

2.1 Import Control
2.2 Intelligence
exchange
2.3 International
collaboration
2.4 Capacity building

3. [Publicity and Disposal of Ivory]

3.1 Publicity and
Education
3.2 Incineration of
confiscated ivory
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PART C: Detailed evaluation of actions

ACTION

EVALUATION

SUMMARY OF PROGRESS (and comments)

CATEGORY 1: [Regulation of trade]
1.1 [Legislation and
licensing control]

[substantially
achieved]

• Legislation amendments to phase out ivory trade of Hong Kong SAR has been completed. A three-step plan
to phase out the local ivory trade by the end of 2021 was commenced on 1 May 2018. Elephant hunting
trophies, post-Convention ivory items that the import, export and re-export of which are currently
permissible under CITES and pre-Convention ivory has been banned from import and re-export. Licence to
possess is required for keeping pre-Convention ivory for commercial purposes.
• The Hong Kong SAR CITES Management Authority (HKMA) has completed conducting comprehensive stock
check to all licensed premises keeping ivory for commercial purpose. Tamper-proof hologram was applied
to registered ivory to prevent laundering of illegally sourced ivory.

1.2 [Compliance monitoring]

[Substantially
achieved]

• In addition to the stock check inspection, surprise inspection were conducted to both licensed shops selling
ivory as well as other arts and crafts shops to check if there are any irregularities. During the reporting
period, a total of 2,151 inspections were made.
•

Control buy operations were conducted to local licensed ivory shops and radiocarbon dating technique was
applied to check the age and hence the legality of the purchased ivory. As a result, a total of 4 licensed shops
were found selling ivory products that were obtained after ivory trade ban of 1990. Enforcement actions
were taken and the concerned licensees were subsequently prosecuted and convicted.

•

The HKMA works closely with Hong Kong Customs to combat smuggling of ivory. From September 2015 to
June 2020, there were a total of 201 seizures that involved about 10.8 tonnes of ivory.

•

Two major seizures were made. The first case was in July 2017 where about 7 tonnes of raw ivory was seized
in a container imported from Malaysia and reported to contain “frozen fish”. This case was the largest
seizure of raw ivory so far and it was revealed after DNA tests that the ivory was sourced from Africa. The

CATEGORY 2: [Enforcement]
2.1 [Import and export
control]

[Substantially
achieved]
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ACTION

EVALUATION

SUMMARY OF PROGRESS (and comments)

second case was in January 2019. Based on the intelligence from Mainland China, Hong Kong Customs seized
in a maritime cargo that was re-exported from Nigeria to Hong Kong which was scheduled to be further
shipped to Viet Nam. About 2,070 kg of ivory together with 8,268 kg pangolin scales were found in the
container.
• Sniffer dogs were continued to be deployed at import and export control points. A total of 140 seizures of
endangered species were detected by sniffer dogs between September 2015 and June 2020.
2.2 [Intelligence exchange]

2.3 [International
collaboration]

[Substantially
achieved]

• Information of major seizures have been exchanged with Parties along the trade chain.

[Substantially
achieved]

• In collaboration with Gabon CITES Scientific Authority and Malaysia CITES MA, both Parties sent
representative to Hong Kong and took 90 ivory samples from the 7 tonnes seizure case mentioned in
section2.1 above. The samples were taken to Malaysia for a quick DNA test and were then revealed the
ivory was sourced from Central Africa.

•

•

2.4 [Capacity building]

[Substantially
achieved]

Ivory seizures were reported to CITES through ETIS.

HKMA continued to take samples from major ivory seizure cases and provided them to a designated forensic
laboratory to trace the origin of the elephant population. In the reporting period, HKMA completed sample
taking of the 7 tonnes ivory seizure case and the ivory samples were sent to Dr. Samuel Wasser of the
University of Washington. It is expected that the outcome of the analysis would help to locate the affected
elephant population.

 To keep abreast of the international practices, skills and knowledge of wildlife enforcement, HKMA sent
enforcement officers to participate in international training workshops related to wildlife crime. Three
officers participated in the Wildlife Investigators Training Course during the reporting period organized by
The International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA)

CATEGORY 3: [Publicity and Disposal of Ivory]
3.1 [Publicity and education]

[Substantially
Achieved]



A series of publicity of ivory regulations after legislative amendments targeting at the general public,
travellers and relevant stakeholders have been launched. Activities included distribution of handbills and
display of posters at various import and export control points, broadcasting TV and radio announcements
7

ACTION

EVALUATION

SUMMARY OF PROGRESS (and comments)

of public interest at cross-boundary coaches and YouTube Channel, as well as conducting education visits
to licensed ivory shops and other art and craft shops.
3.2 [Incineration of
confiscated ivory]

[Substantially
Achieved]

•

HKMA has completed disposal of stockpiled confiscated ivory. A total of about 29.5 tonnes of confiscated
ivory has been disposed of by incineration. Apart from ivory saved for conservation, education and
enforcement purposes, confiscated ivory will be disposed of by the same method in future.!
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Part D: Indicators (OPTIONAL)
NIAP CATEGORY
[category/pillar name]

Indicator

Performance

1

[List indicator]

[progress against indicator]

2

[List indicator]

[progress against indicator]

Part E: Annex (supporting information) (OPTIONAL)
CATEGORY 1: [name]
[Description of information provided]

CATEGORY 2: [name]
[Description of information provided]
Etc…
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Israel's Authority for the CITES Convention
Israel Nature and Parks Authority | 3 Am VeOlamo Street | Jerusalem 9546303, Israel
E-mail: import@npa.org.il

Jerusalem, 17 May 2020

Israel's response to Notification No. 2020/026 concerning:
Closure of domestic ivory markets
To the CITES Secretariat
We are writing in response to Notification 2020/026 and Decision 18.117 directed to Parties that
have not closed their domestic markets for commercial trade in raw and worked ivory, which are
requested to report to the Secretariat for consideration by the Standing Committee at its 73rd and
74th meetings on what measures they are taking to ensure that their domestic ivory markets are not
contributing to poaching or illegal trade.
The response is on the following pages.
If you need any further details, please do not hesitate to contact us:

Sincerely,
Yatir Shamir, Israel's' Management Authority for the CITES Convention
Dr. Simon Nemtzov, Israel's Scientific Authority for the CITES Convention

Israel Nature and Parks Authority | 3 Am VeOlamo Street | Jerusalem 9546303, Israel
Mobile: +972-58-5063118 | Fax: +972-2-5006281 | E-mail:simon@npa.org.il

Israel's Authority for the CITES Convention
Israel Nature and Parks Authority | 3 Am VeOlamo Street | Jerusalem 9546303, Israel
E-mail: import@npa.org.il

May 2020
Israel's response to Notification No. 2020/026 concerning:
Closure of domestic ivory markets

1. Israel has long been a strong advocate of strong conservation measures to protect elephants
and to combat the ivory trade. Under Israeli law, elephants as well as all parts and derivatives
of elephants, may not be kept or traded, domestically or internationally without a permit
from the Israel Nature and Parks Authority (INPA), which is Israel's sole government agency
responsible for all wildlife, as well as serving as Israel's CITES Authorities.
2. In order to ensure that no domestic sale of ivory in Israel could harm elephant populations in
the wild, the INPA has always required import and export permits for all specimens of ivory
and has not allowed international commercial trade in ivory, except for pre-convention
specimens. Some non-commercial trade in elephant and mammoth ivory has also been
permitted (such as for inheritance, museum exchanges and scientific use).
3. In order to tighten control of ivory trade in response to CITES Decisions and Resolutions, Israel
has recently enacted new stricter guidelines which will ensure closure of commercial domestic
and international trade in elephant and mammoth ivory. The new guidelines also include
restrictions, on non-commercial trade and possession of elephant and mammoth ivory, that
even stricter than the ones that are in place today.
4. These new guidelines are being enacted in order to reduce availability and demand for ivory
and to make clear to the public that ivory is no longer an acceptable trade commodity. This
message is specifically aimed at helping prevent poaching of elephants and combatting the
illegal trade in their ivory, in line with Resolution Conf. 17.4 on Demand reduction strategies
to combat illegal trade in CITES-listed species, and Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18) on
Trade in elephant specimens.

5. According to Israeli law, the term "trade" is defined thus:
"Trade" - includes purchase, sale, exchange, export, re-export, import,
import from the sea as well as an offer to trade.

6. Following a public hearing in 2019, the INPA announced that the new guidelines on trade and
possession of elephant and mammoth ivory will go into effect on 1 January 2021. People who
are in possession of pre-convention ivory and mammoth ivory are able to receive a permit for
commercial trade or transfer of their ivory specimens that will be effective only up until the
end of 2020.
7. Prior to 1 January 2021, the INPA will issue a "general permit" which will allow possession of
pre-convention and mammoth ivory, without the need to register each piece. Once the
guidelines are in effect, on 1 January 2021, only non-commercial transfer of pre-convention
and mammoth ivory will be allowed (such as inheritance or donation to a museum), and this
will be by general permit.
8. After 1 January 2021, anyone in possession of "new ivory" (that is all elephant ivory that is not
preconvention ivory) will be able to receive a possession permit for it, but only if they can
prove legal acquisition. Once the guidelines go into effect, trade or transfer of new ivory,
whether commercial or non-commercial, will not be allowed (except for enforcement or
scientific purposes).
9. Any questions regarding these new guidelines should be directed to the Israel Nature and
Parks Authority to this e-mail address: import@npa.org.il
10. The new guidelines are summarized in the table on the next page.

New guidelines for international and domestic trade and possession of ivory in Israel – effective 1 January 2021
Preconvention ivory
Determined according to the date
it was removed from the wild or
born in captivity:
For African elephant (Loxodonta
africana) ivory: from before 26
February 1976;
For Indian elephant (Elephas
maximus) ivory: from before 1 July
1975.

Non-preconvention ivory,

Commercial trade

Non-commercial international trade

Not allowed; except for special permits
which will be granted where ivory is a part
of a larger item provided that it meets ALL
the following criteria:
a. The ivory is all preconvention, and;
b. The ivory is fully attached to the item and
is not readily separable, and;
c. The ivory is processed and not raw, and;
d. The ivory makes up less than 50% of the
overall volume of the item, and;
e. The total weight of the ivory in the item
does not exceed 200 grams, and;
f. The item was made before the date that
these guidelines are in effect (1 January
2021).
Not allowed

Not allowed; except for special permits
which will granted for these purposes
only:
1. Enforcement, or;
2. Nature conservation, or;
3. Scientific research, or;
4. Frequent cross-border noncommercial movements of musical
instruments containing ivory, in
accordance with CITES Resolutions.

Not allowed

Not allowed; except for special permits
which will granted for these purposes,
only:
1. Enforcement, or;
2. Nature conservation, or;
3. Scientific research.

Any newer ivory from an elephant
removed from the wild or born in
captivity, more recently than the
dates listed above.

Mammoth ivory

Not allowed; except for special permits
which will granted for these purposes,
only:
1. Enforcement, or;
2. Nature conservation, or;
3. Scientific research.

Non-commercial domestic trade
and possession
Grandfather clause allows keeping
ivory that is already in one's
possession on 1 January 2021.
Non-commercial domestic trade or
transfer is allowed by general
permit.

Possession permit is granted only if
the owner had legal acquisition
before 1 Jan 2021.
Non-commercial trade or transfer
is not allowed, except for special
permits which will granted for
these purposes, only:
1. Enforcement, or;
2. Nature conservation, or;
3. Scientific research.
Grandfather clause allows keeping
ivory that is already in one's
possession on 1 January 2021.
Non-commercial domestic trade or
transfer is allowed by general
permit.
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Response to Notification to the Parties No. 2020/026

Japanʼs report pursuant to Decision 18.117
Japan has been implementing stringent measures to ensure that its domestic
ivory market is not contributing to poaching or illegal trade. It is our
understanding that a request directed to the Parties for reporting their measures
pursuant to Decision 18.117 does not necessarily mean to urge Parties to report
highlighting new additional measures to the ones that have already been made
available among Parties in the form such as information documents for previous
meetings. Therefore, the following mainly summarizes existing measures with
some plans that are to be implemented at appropriate timing in the near future.
Japan is determined to continue making its utmost efforts in sincere
implementation of the CITES at home,
Measures taken
1. Legislation on ivory control (outline of the amended LCES)
(1) The amended Law for the Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora (LCES), including tighter regulations on ivory transactions within
its own borders, came into effect in June 2018. Major revisions are as follows.
Details of the amended law are available in Japanʼs report submitted as Doc.
27.4 A11 at SC70.
a) Raw and worked ivory business operators must be registered. And
business operators must fulfil all requirements for registration, which
requires to be renewed every five years.
b) Business operators must register all tusks of their possession.
c) Business operators must prepare and keep inventory data including
transaction records and traceability information records for cut pieces.
d) Business operators must indicate information including their business
registration number and business operatorʼs name, at the time of
display or advertisement.
e) The Japanese government publishes a list of registered business
operators.
f) Heavier penalties are to be imposed on business operatorsʼ offense. i.e.
introduction of imprisonment, increased fines
(2) Intense scrutiny for the registration of a whole tusk

1

Since July 2019, registration of a whole tusk requires the result of scientific
radiocarbon dating or other equivalent proof that shows the tusk was
imported before the adoption of CITES trade ban for Japan, unless an
applicant submits a customs document or an import permit. A third-party
affidavits becomes no longer sufficient enough to prove the legitimacy of a
tusk without additional official evidence.
2.
Strengthened management measures on domestic ivory transactions
(including those under planning)
l More effective and intensive on-site inspections and patrols at antique
markets by the competent authorities are continued to be conducted in order
to ensure strict compliance within the borders.
l The government is initiating digitalization of business operatorsʼ reporting
system on transactions and inventories in order to enhance the traceability of
ivory products. It will enable more accurate stocktaking of domestic ivory
product distribution, and facilitate more effective control on ivory products
which lack enough traceability.
l Competent authorities enhance and improve website and online public
relations to raise public awareness, and disseminate information on CITES
and related domestic legislation regarding wildlife transactions as well as
regulations on ivory products.
l Competent authorities reiterate to widely announce a prohibition on bringing
ivory products in/out of Japan targeting those who travel across the borders.
Posters to raise attention are displayed in neighboring countries where Japan
is placed among popular tourist destinations.
l Notice on ivory trade regulations will be announced at major tourist
attractions in Japan in cooperation with local governments of several big cities
and the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, which is a host of the 2021 Olympic
and Paralympic Games. The Japan National Tourism Organization will post
related information on its website and app for foreign visitors.
l Capacity building training programs are consecutively implemented for
officials in charge of monitoring and control on transactions of ivory.
Note: Major large-scale online shopping platform organizers such as Mercari
and Rakuten in 2017 and Yahoo in 2019 have completely halted trading ivory
products on their markets.
3．International cooperation
2

l

Japan contributes to Range Statesʼ anti-poaching endeavor through the CITES
Monitoring the Illegal Killing of Elephants (MIKE) Programme.
l In cooperation with China, Japan continues to seek an opportunity to organize
an annual bilateral meeting between Management Authorities, which has
been postponed in 2020 due to Covid-19 pandemics. Through such dialogues,
Japan fortifies collaboration with China as a neighboring country, which put in
place bans on domestic trade, in order to prevent illegal trade in ivory products
effectively.

4．Privately-held stocks of elephant ivory
(1) Whole tusks
In order to trade whole tusks domestically, each tusk must be registered under
the Law for the Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(LCES). The number and quantity of the registered whole tusks as of the end
of December 2019 are shown below.

Type of specimen
Number of tusks
Total weight (kg)
Whole tusks
a) African elephant
17,166
184,205
b) Asian elephant
146
797
Total
17,312
185,002
In order to strengthen control on the domestic markets, efforts to identify whole
ivory tusk stocks in Japan have been made since August 2017. While making it
known widely that such efforts are underway, the Government invites private
owners to register their whole ivory tusks pursuant to the LCES.
(2) Cut pieces, tips and ivory products
Ivories not in the form of whole tusk (i.e. cut pieces, tips or ivory products)
are controlled through a registration system whereby business operators have
to report to the authorities to be able to engage in domestic commercial trade.
All of these operators, such as manufacturers, wholesalers or retailers, must
register a certain number of information such as their names, addresses and
stockpiles to the authorities. Furthermore, they are obliged to submit to the
authorities a report on the balance of stockpiles and an inventory describing the
contents of transactions.

3

The quantity of cut pieces, tips and ivory products reported by the business
operators as of the end of March 2019 are shown below.
(Cut pieces, tips)
Description
Total weight (kg)
Cut pieces, Tips

74,113

(Products)
Description
Sign seals
Accessories including parts
Furnishing goods including parts
Stationeries including parts
Smoking supplies including parts
Buddhist altar articles including parts
Musical instruments including parts
Tableware including parts
Tea utensils including parts
Indoor recreational equipment
including parts
Convenience goods including parts
Others

Total quantity
951,456
1,540,575
80,061
150
4,151
21,620
91,100
16,026
11,572
3,581
47,193
20,861

Note:
Throughout this document, “legally imported” means the following:
-Whole ivory tusks, cut pieces of ivory and worked ivory products that had preexisted in Japan ahead of the adoption of CITES trade ban (in 1980* for Asian
elephants and 1990 for African elephant). *Japan joined CITES in 1980.
-Whole ivory tusks, cut pieces of ivory and worked ivory products which were
imported to Japan with pre-convention certificates issued by exporting countries
under CITES.
-Whole ivory tusks which were imported to Japan in 1999 and 2009, as exceptions
approved under CITES.
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Response to Notification to the Parties No. 2021/005

Japanʼs report pursuant to Decision 18.117
Japan has been implementing stringent measures to ensure that its domestic
ivory market is not contributing to poaching or illegal trade. The following mainly
summarizes existing measures with some plans that are to be implemented at
appropriate timing in the near future. Japan is determined to continue making its
utmost efforts in sincere implementation of the CITES at home.
Measures taken
1. Legislation on ivory control (outline of the amended ACES)
(1) The amended Act on the Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora (ACES), including tighter regulations on ivory transactions within
its own borders, came into effect in June 2018. Major revisions are as follows.
Details of the amended law are available in Japanʼs report submitted as Doc.
27.4 A11 at SC70.
a) Raw and worked ivory business operators must be registered. And
business operators must fulfil all requirements for registration, which
requires to be renewed every five years.
b) Business operators must register all tusks of their possession.
c) Business operators must prepare and keep inventory data including
transaction records and traceability information records for cut pieces.
d) Business operators must indicate information including their business
registration number and business operatorʼs name, at the time of
display or advertisement.
e) The Japanese government publishes a list of registered business
operators.
f) Heavier penalties are to be imposed on business operatorsʼ offense. i.e.
introduction of imprisonment, increased fines
(2) Intense scrutiny for the registration of a whole tusk
Since July 2019, registration of a whole tusk requires the result of scientific
radiocarbon dating or other equivalent proof that shows the tusk was
imported before the adoption of CITES trade ban for Japan, unless an
applicant submits a customs document or an import permit. A third-party
affidavits becomes no longer sufficient enough to prove the legitimacy of a
tusk without additional official evidence.
1

2.
Strengthened management measures on domestic ivory transactions
(including those under planning)
l More effective and intensive on-site inspections and patrols at antique
markets by the competent authorities are continued to be conducted in order
to ensure strict compliance within the borders.
l The government is initiating digitalization of business operatorsʼ reporting
system on transactions and inventories in order to enhance the traceability of
ivory products. It will enable more accurate stocktaking of domestic ivory
product distribution, and facilitate more effective control on ivory products
which lack enough traceability.
l Competent authorities enhance and improve website and online public
relations to raise public awareness, and disseminate information on CITES
and related domestic legislation regarding wildlife transactions as well as
regulations on ivory products. Website about CITES, ACES, and conservation
and sustainable use of wildlife will be renewed in April 2021 (Japanese and
English).
l Competent authorities reiterate to widely announce the prohibition on
bringing ivory products in/out of Japan targeting those who travel across the
borders.
Posters to raise attention are displayed in neighboring countries where Japan
is placed among popular tourist destinations. The competent authorities also
have formally requested businesses to prevent ivory products from bringing
out of Japan without permissions.
l Notice on ivory trade regulations will be announced at major tourist
attractions in Japan in cooperation with local governments of several big cities
and the Tokyo Metropolitan Government. The Japan National Tourism
Organization will post related information on its website and app for foreign
visitors.
l Capacity building training programs are consecutively implemented for
officials in charge of monitoring and control on transactions of ivory.
Note: Major large-scale online shopping platform organizers such as Mercari
and Rakuten in 2017 and Yahoo in 2019 have completely halted trading ivory
products on their markets.
3．International cooperation
l Japan contributes to Range Statesʼ anti-poaching endeavor through the CITES
2

Monitoring the Illegal Killing of Elephants (MIKE) Programme.
l In cooperation with China, Japan continues to seek an opportunity to organize
an annual bilateral meeting between Management Authorities, which has
been postponed due to Covid-19 pandemics. Through such dialogues, Japan
fortifies collaboration with China as a neighboring country, which put in place
bans on domestic trade, in order to prevent illegal trade in ivory products
effectively.
4．Privately-held stocks of elephant ivory
(1) Whole tusks
In order to trade whole tusks domestically, each tusk must be registered under
the Act on the Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(ACES). The number and quantity of the registered whole tusks as of the end
of December 2020 are shown below.

Type of specimen
Whole tusks
a) African elephant
b) Asian elephant
Total

Number of tusks

Total weight (kg)

16,709
145
16,854

176,881
801
177,682

(2) Cut pieces, tips and ivory products
Ivories not in the form of whole tusk (i.e. cut pieces, tips or ivory products)
are controlled through a registration system whereby business operators have
to report to the authorities to be able to engage in domestic commercial trade.
All of these operators, such as manufacturers, wholesalers or retailers, must
register a certain number of information such as their names, addresses and
stockpiles to the authorities. Furthermore, they are obliged to submit to the
authorities a report on the balance of stockpiles and an inventory describing the
contents of transactions.
The quantity of cut pieces, tips and ivory products reported by the business
operators as of the end of March 2020 are shown below.
(Cut pieces, tips)
Description
Cut pieces, Tips

Total weight (kg)
65,699
3

(Products)
Description
Sign seals
Accessories
Parts of accessories
Furnishing goods including parts
Stationeries including parts
Smoking supplies including parts
Buddhist altar articles including parts
Musical instruments including parts
Tableware including parts
Tea utensils including parts
Indoor recreational equipment
including parts
Convenience goods including parts
Others

Total quantity
967,844
302,486
3,175,623
41,309
565
6,147
28,045
69,864
16,652
20,502
2,509
51,837
34,128

Note:
Throughout this document, “legally imported” means the following:
-Whole ivory tusks, cut pieces of ivory and worked ivory products that had preexisted in Japan ahead of the adoption of CITES trade ban (in 1980* for Asian
elephants and 1990 for African elephant). *Japan joined CITES in 1980.
-Whole ivory tusks, cut pieces of ivory and worked ivory products which were
imported to Japan with pre-convention certificates issued by exporting countries
under CITES.
-Whole ivory tusks which were imported to Japan in 1999 and 2009, as exceptions
approved under CITES.
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CITES Notification 2020/026

At its 18th meeting (CoP18, Geneva, 2019), the Conference of the Parties adopted
Decisions 18.117 – 18.119 on Closure of domestic ivory markets, as follows:
18.117 Directed to Parties
Parties that have not closed their domestic markets for commercial trade in raw and
worked ivory are requested to report to the Secretariat for consideration by the
Standing Committee at its 73rd and 74th meetings on what measures they are taking
to ensure that their domestic ivory markets are not contributing to poaching or illegal
trade.
18.118 Directed to the Secretariat
The Secretariat shall compile the reports and make them available to Parties in
advance of the Standing Committee meetings.
18.119 Directed to the Standing Committee
The Standing Committee shall:
a) consider the reports under Decision 18.118; and
b) report on this matter and make recommendations, as appropriate and consistent
with the scope and mandate of the Convention, to the 19th meeting of Conference of the
Parties.
2. Parties that have not closed their domestic markets for commercial trade in raw
and worked ivory are hereby requested to report to the Secretariat on what measures
they are taking to ensure that their domestic ivory markets are not contributing to
poaching or illegal trade, even if they have previously done so.
3. Parties are encouraged to take into consideration relevant provisions contained in
Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP18) on Trade in elephant specimens, particularly in
paragraphs 3 to 9, 13, and 15 to 16 Regarding trade in elephant specimens; and in
paragraphs 22 to 25 Regarding the traceability of elephant specimens in trade.
Provisions in other relevant Resolutions will also be important to consider, e.g.
Resolution Conf. 11.3 (Rev. CoP18) on Compliance and enforcement.
4. Reports should be submitted by email to the Secretariat at info@cites.org and
thea.carroll@un.org no later than 15 June 2020.
5. A compilation of the reports submitted by Parties will be made available in advance
of the 73rd meeting of the Standing Committee.

New Zealand Response
New Zealand legislation does not currently regulate the sale of elephant ivory on the domestic
market and the New Zealand government is investigating the need for further regulation to
ensure its domestic ivory market is not contributing to poaching or illegal trade.
Based on evidence from the New Zealand CITES database (which records data on all seized
and surrendered CITES specimens at the border) New Zealand has considered its domestic
market to be small and largely removed from the illegal ivory trade which contributes to
elephant poaching. The majority of ivory items legally entering New Zealand are classified as

INTS-49-70
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a Personal Household Effect (PHE) and are pre-Convention, with the ivory acquired prior to
the species being listed as protected under the Convention in 1975/76. The most common
examples of these items are pianos, bagpipes, chess sets, Mah-jong sets and small carvings.
In September 2019, the New Zealand government released a public discussion document
inviting submissions on a review of the Trade in Endangered Species Act that implements
CITES in New Zealand. This discussion document addressed the regulation of elephant ivory
and set out five options for regulation of the domestic elephant ivory market and additional
border controls relating to elephant ivory:
• Option 1 – Ban the domestic sale of elephant ivory in New Zealand
• Option 2 – Ban the domestic sale of elephant ivory in New Zealand with exemptions
• Option 3 – Regulate the domestic market for ivory by requiring registration of elephant ivory
sellers and tracking of all elephant ivory items that are sold
• Option 4 – Ban the import of all post-Convention elephant ivory
• Option 5 – Ban the import of all elephant ivory, with exemptions
The public discussion document can be found here:
https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/getting-involved/consultations/2019/tiesact-consultation/ties-act-consultation-discussion-document.pdf
Submissions on the discussion document closed on Friday 25 October 2019 with 119 received,
most of which focused on elephant ivory regulation and increased border control measures.
The timeframe for the Government considering the options in the discussion document has
been delayed due to the response to COVID-19.
Contact details: Attn: Sarah Bagnall; New Zealand CITES Management Authority
Department of Conservation, 18-32 Manners Street, Wellington 6011, New Zealand
Email: sbagnall@doc.govt.nz
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Private Bag X447, Pretoria, 0001, Environment House, 473 Steve Biko Road, Pretoria, 0002 Tel: +27 12 399 9000, Fax: + 27 86 625 1042

Ref: CITES Notification 2020/026
Enquiries: Sonja Meintjes
Tel: +27 12 399 9597 Email: smeintjes@environment.gov.za

CITES Secretariat
International Environment House
11 Chemin des Anémones
CH-1219 Châtelaine,
GENEVA
Switzerland
Attention: Ms Thea Carroll
Email: info@cites.org; thea.carroll@un.org
Dear Madam
CLOSURE OF DOMESTIC IVORY MARKETS: SOUTH AFRICA
I refer to Notification 2020/026 dated 23 March 2020 with regard to the above.
Please find attached feedback from South Africa on Decisions 18.117 – 18.119 on Closure of domestic
ivory markets as requested.
Yours sincerely

Mr Ishaam Abader
Acting Director-General
Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries
Letter signed by: Frances Craigie
Designation: Chief-Director: Sector Enforcement
Date: 2020-06-17

Batho pele- putting people first
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SOUTH AFRICA: FEEDBACK ON NOTIFICATION 2020/026 ON CLOSURE OF DOMESTIC IVORY
MARKETS
Regarding trade in elephant specimens
The Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (DEFF) believes that the limited, regulated
domestic ivory market in South Africa does not contribute to poaching or illegal trade and we thus do
not intend to close our domestic ivory trade market.
South Africa does not have a major ivory carving industry. We do have knife makers and a limited
number of jewellers who use ivory in the jewellery they make.
We are continuing our awareness training on wildlife trafficking at all our border posts and also do
awareness sessions at various South African Defence Force Training facilities as the Defence Force is
responsible for protecting our borderline and are thus the first responders for illegal activities on the
borderline. We collaborate with neighbouring countries through joint cross border operations. The
National Biodiversity Investigators Forum, the forum where investigators from the conservation
authorities as well as the South African Police Service involved in the illegal wildlife trade, meets biannually, and shares best practises and information and continues to review trends to ensure that
measures are taken to immediately and effectively address illegal trade in wildlife.
Legislative, regulatory and other measures to:
South Africa has comprehensive internal legislative, regulatory, enforcement and other measures as
set out below:
Loxodonta africana (African elephant) is listed as a protected species in terms of National
Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (NEMBA) and restricted activities involving specimens
of the species must be authorized through permits issued in terms of NEMBA and the Threatened or
Protected Species (TOPS) Regulations.
The definition of “restricted activity” is as follows:
(a)

in relation to a specimen of a listed threatened or protected species, means-

(i)

hunting, catching, capturing or killing any living specimen of a listed threatened or protected
species by any means, method or device whatsoever, including searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring, discharging a missile or injuring with intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such specimen;

(ii)

gathering, collecting or plucking any specimen of a listed threatened or protected species;
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(iii)

picking parts of, or cutting, chopping off, uprooting, damaging or destroying, any specimen of
a listed threatened or protected species;

(iv)

importing into the Republic, including introducing from the sea, any specimen of a listed
threatened or protected species;

(v)

exporting from the Republic, including re-exporting from the Republic, any specimen of a
listed threatened or protected species;

(vi)

having in possession or exercising physical control over any specimen of a listed threatened
or protected species;

(vii)

growing, breeding or in any other way propagating any specimen of a listed threatened or
protected species, or causing it to multiply;

(viii)

conveying, moving or otherwise translocating any specimen of a listed threatened or
protected species;

(ix)

selling or otherwise trading in, buying, receiving, giving, donating or accepting as a gift, or
in any way acquiring or disposing of any specimen of a listed threatened or protected
species; or

(x)

any other prescribed activity which involves a specimen of a listed threatened or protected
species.

The terms “specimen” is defined in NEMBA as follows:
(a)

any living or dead animal, plant or other organism;

(b)

a seed, egg, gamete or propagule or part of an animal, plant or other organism capable of
propagation or reproduction or in any way transferring genetic traits;

(c)

any derivative of any animal, plant or other organism; or

(d)

any goods which(i)

contain a derivative of an animal, plant or other organism; or

(ii)

from an accompanying document, from the packaging or mark or label, or from any
other indications, appear to be or to contain a derivative of an animal, plant or other
organism.
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In addition to the aforementioned, permits are also required in terms of the National CITES
Regulations, promulgated in terms of NEMBA, for the import, export and re-export of specimens of
species listed in the CITES Appendices. The nine Provincial Conservation Authorities in South Africa
also regulate elephant specimens in terms of provincial legislation. The management of African
elephant is further regulated through the National Norms and Standards for the management of
elephants in South Africa. These norms and standards were developed and published in terms of
NEMBA.
Furthermore, the TOPS Regulations include a compulsory registration requirement for wildlife traders,
which means that a person is not allowed to trade in any specimens of TOPS listed species (African
elephant is a TOPS listed species) without being registered as a wildlife trader. All persons / companies
that trade in ivory and ivory products within South Africa must be registered in terms of these
provisions.
Non-compliance with a provision in NEMBA (carrying out a restricted activity without a permit, e.g.
possess or sell ivory without a permit); the TOPS Regulations (e.g. ivory not marked as prescribed in
the regulations or a trader is not registered as prescribed) and the CITES Regulations, constitutes an
offence and the penalties upon conviction are specified below:
•

Penalties specified in NEMBA: A person convicted of an offence is liable to a fine not exceeding
R10 million, or an imprisonment for a period not exceeding ten years, or to both such a fine
and such imprisonment. In addition, a person convicted of an offence involving a specimen of
a listed threatened or protected species, a fine may be determined, either in terms of the
aforementioned provision or equal to three times the commercial value of the specimen in
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the greater.

•

Penalties specified in TOPS Regulations: A person convicted of an offence in terms of the TOPS
regulations is liable to(a)

imprisonment for a period not exceeding five years;

(b)

a fine not exceeding R5 million, and in the case of a second or subsequent conviction,
to a fine not exceeding R10 million or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 10
years or in both instances to both a fine and such imprisonment; or

(c)
•

both a fine and such imprisonment.

Penalties specified in the CITES Regulations: A person convicted of an offence in terms of the
CITES Regulations is liable to3
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(a)

a fine not exceeding five million rand or imprisonment for a period not exceeding five
years, and in the case of a second or subsequent conviction, to a fine not exceeding
R10 million or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 10 years;

(b)

both such fine and imprisonment; or

(c)

in case of repeated offenders, a fine or imprisonment or both a fine and imprisonment
and being banned from ever applying for a permit to trade in CITES listed species
again.

The Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries and the nine provincial conservation
authorities implement the above-mentioned legislation. Compliance monitoring and enforcement are
the responsibility of the Environmental Management Inspectors (EMIs) in these departments, but
other enforcement departments and agencies, including among others, the South African Police
Service (SAPS), the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation (DPCI) (Hawks), the South African
Revenue Services (SARS – Customs) and the National Prosecuting Authority are also actively involved
in assisting to detect, investigate and prosecute non-compliance with the legal provisions.
With regard to stockpile management, the marking of ivory is prescribed in the TOPS Regulations and
the National CITES Management Authority maintains an inventory of government-held stockpiles and
the provincial CITES Management Authorities maintain an inventory of both provincial and privately
owned stockpiles. South Africa informs the CITES Secretariat of the ivory stocks on an annual basis.

Illegal killing of elephants in South Africa does not contribute to a decline in our elephant population
It should be noted that 99% of elephants killed illegally in South Africa occur in the Kruger National
Park (KNP). The loss of the animals in KNP has not contributed to a decline in South Africa’s elephant
population. The national elephant population in South Africa is increasing and estimated at
approximately 30 000 individuals of which an estimated 24 000 individuals occur within national and
provincial reserves in seven of the nine provinces of South Africa. The KNP elephant population is
estimated at 20 000 individuals and is the largest elephant population in South Africa growing at
approximately 3.5% per annum.
Since the launch of Project Ivory in the northern part of the KNP in January 2019 to ensure technical
and ranger support for operations in the area, illegal killing of elephants in KNP declined from 71
animals in 2018 to 29 animals in 2019.
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Seizures of raw and worked ivory
South Africa reported 29 ivory seizures in its CITES illegal trade report for 2018 consisting of raw and
worked ivory. South Africa is willing to supply samples of seized ivory and have supplied samples from
legally acquired ivory in South Africa to Germany for research purposes. We do have laboratories in
South Africa where ivory can be identified for forensic purposes.
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Response to Notification to the Parties No. 2021/005

Private Bag X447, Pretoria, 0001, Environment House, 473 Steve Biko Road, Pretoria, 0002 Tel: +27 12 399 9000, Fax: + 27 86 625 1042

Ref: CITES Notification 2021/05
Enquiries: Sonja Meintjes
Tel: +27 12 399 9597 Email: smeintjes@environment.gov.za

CITES Secretariat
International Environment House
11 Chemin des Anémones
CH-1219 Châtelaine,
GENEVA
Switzerland
Attention: Ms Thea Carroll
Email: info@cites.org; thea.carroll@un.org
CLOSURE OF DOMESTIC IVORY MARKETS: SOUTH AFRICA
I refer to Notification 2021/05 dated 18 January 2021 with regard to the above.
Further to the response from South Africa to Notification 2020/026, we would like to inform the
Secretariat that in 2020, 16 elephants were killed illegally in South Africa (Kruger National Park). This
figure is almost half of the 30 animals killed in South Africa in 2019.
South Africa reported 24 ivory seizures in its CITES illegal trade report for 2019 consisting of raw and
worked ivory.
Yours sincerely

Ms Frances Craigie
Acting Director-General: Regulatory Compliance & Sector Monitoring
Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries
Date: 2021-01-29

Batho pele- putting people first
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Dear Secretariat
Further to Notification 2020/026 on the closure of domestic ivory markets, please see the UK
response below which we hope you find helpful.
The UK adopted primary (framework) legislation in December 2018 to put in place a strict domestic
ivory sales ban (the Ivory Act 2018). The ban has a limited number of exemptions, listed below. We
consider that the ban will eliminate any scope for the legal UK market to contribute to poaching or
the illegal trade. The UK is currently developing the detailed provisions, such as establishing the
registration scheme for exempt items, before bringing the ban into force as soon as practicable.

-

The exemptions from the ban are narrowly drawn, as follows:
“De minimis”: items with less than 10% ivory content made before 1947
Musical instruments: less than 20% ivory content made before 1975
Portrait miniatures: less than 320cm2 made before 1918
Sales and exchanges to and between accredited museums. This applies to museums accredited by Arts
Council England, the Welsh Government, the Scottish Government or the Northern Ireland
Museums Council in the UK, or, for museums outside the UK, the International Council of Museums.
Items of outstandingly high artistic, cultural or historical value: such items will be certified as such based
on expert advice from a selection of institutions deemed to have the necessary knowledge and
expertise to do so, and must be pre-1918.
Kind regards
Elizabeth Biott
UK CITES Management Authority

SC74 Doc. 39
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ZIMBABWE’S REPORT ON CLOSURE OF DOMESTIC IVORY MARKETS

1.1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
This report is in response to Notification to the Parties No. 2020/026 as agreed at the 18th meeting
(CoP18, Geneva, 2019), the Conference of the Parties Decisions 18.117 – 18.119 on Closure of
domestic ivory markets, as follows:
18.117 Directed to Parties
Parties that have not closed their domestic markets for commercial trade in raw and worked ivory
are requested to report to the Secretariat for consideration by the Standing Committee at its 73rd
and 74th meetings on what measures they are taking to ensure that their domestic ivory markets
are not contributing to poaching or illegal trade.
1.2 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Zimbabwe’s wildlife trade is regulated by international laws such as the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES). It is also regulated
national laws and regulations which are classified under Category 1 by CITES. Some of the
Zimbabwe’s laws relevant to ivory trade include;
Parks and Wildlife Act Chapter 20:14 of 1996 as amended in 2001
The Principal legislation which governs and regulates the purchasing, selling and exporting of
parts and derivates including live animals. It also protects gazette protected areas which form
the major range and habitat for the elephant.
The Act prohibits the hunting of any animal and removal of parts of animals from any land
without authority. The Act provides for the protection of animals in the Parks and Wild life Estates
(national parks, sanctuaries, recreational parks, safari areas, botanic reserves and gardens).
The Act further provides for categorization of animals into specially protected animals and plants.
These species are afforded the highest legal protection in the country. Examples of such animal
species are black rhino and white rhino.
The Act has the following provisions which address issues related to Control of live animals,
trophies and trade;
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•

Section 59 provides for the general protection of all wildlife which is not covered by the
above categories.

This Act empowers the Minister responsible for the Parks and Wild Life to issue regulations
governing certain activities such as-:
•

Section 60 where the Minister may prohibit or restrict hunting and removal of animals
in defined areas.

•

Section 66 provides for the licensing of professional hunters who undertake legalized
hunting safaris.

•

Section 72 provides for the sale of animals born or hatched and held in captivity.

•

Section 73 provides for the sale and manufacture of articles from trophies.

Statutory Instrument 362 of 1990
Parks and Wild Life (General) Regulations, 1990; these are the principal regulations that supports
conservation work in Zimbabwe, in the same legal instrument, that is where provisions for
appointment of specified officers, registration of ivory and horn, retention of ivory and horn,
disposal of retained ivory and horn, marking of manufactured ivory, sale or transfer of registered
raw ivory, restriction on acquisition, possession, sale or transfer of unregistered or unmarked
ivory, sale or manufacture of horn prohibited, acquisition, possession or transfer of horn and
exemptions thereof.
This legislation provides in sections 66-75 for the Regulation of Manufacture, Processing and
Dealing in trophies.
Prohibition of unlicensed manufacture of or dealing in trophies and ivory
Section 66(1) Subject to subsection (2) no person shall process, carve, embellish or otherwise
manufacture any trophy, other than ivory, for sale or reward unless he is authorized to do so by
a trophy dealer’s license issued in terms of section 67. The same section further spells-out the
other categories where no one is allowed to carry-on various activities without a relevant permit
issued by the Authority.
Section 67(1) deals with issuance of various categories of licenses where the Director can issue
out operating licenses to applicants upon meeting the requirements stipulated by the law. Take
note that the Director may issue or deny granting of a license to anyone whom he feel does not
meet the standard requirements sat down.
Section 68 gives the expiry date of each license, which is the thirty-first day of December in the
year in which it was issued.
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Section 69(1) spells-out the terms and conditions of dealer’s license.
Section 70 compels every license holder to display his or her license at a prominent place within
the premises to which the license relates.
Section 71 deals with cancellation of dealer’s license, upon the failure of a holder of a dealer’s
license to comply with any provisions of the Act or these regulations or with the terms and
conditions of his license. The Director is also empowered to amend any of the terms and
conditions of; or suspend or cancel that or any other dealer’s license held by such holder.
IMPORTANT to note; as part of the monitoring measures, section 72 provides for maintenance
of registers, returns and accounts of dealers and in section 73, all dealers are required to account
for dust that accrue from manufacturing/production processes of ivory.
Section 74 compels every holder of a license to notify the Director of any change of his or her
business address. In section 75, any dealer is expected to notify the Director in writing within
seven days after ceasing operations.
Section 76 provides for the registration of specified officers who shall carry-on the business of
registering ivory and horn, and these are bona-fide employees of the Authority.
Section 77 provides for the registration of ivory and horn within fifteen days of such acquisition
or coming into possession.
Section 80 deals with aspects of marking of manufactured ivory and the following particulars shall
be endorsed at the surface of the ivory; the number of the register in which he has entered a
description of the article concerned; and the identifying letters that have been registered in his
name in terms of subsection (4).
Section 81 spells-out sale or transfer of registered raw ivory where certain steps are to be
followed in order to ensure that the said ivory does not fall in wrong hands and its movement
can be traced at any given time.
Section 82 provides for the restriction on acquisition, possession, sale or transfer of unregistered
or unmarked ivory. Further take note that section 85 (3) states that section 82 shall not apply in
respect of the acquisition or possession of any unregistered ivory by any person in accordance
with an authority granted to him by the Director. It further states that any marked ivory that has
been lawfully imported into Zimbabwe after being manufactured outside Zimbabwe or any
marked ivory that was manufactured prior to the 19th of December, 1986.
Statutory Instrument 76 of 1998
Statutory Instrument number 76 of 1998, Parks and Wild Life (Import and Export) (Wild Life)
Regulations specifically deals with Import and Export of wildlife products. This legislation was
3

enacted to ensure compliance with CITES requirements for export and import of wild flora and
fauna. These provide for the following-:
•

Section 3 deals with the Control of Import and Export of wild life and trophies.

The above section lays down a general prohibition on the import into or export from
Zimbabwe of any “wild life” or trophy of “wild life” except in accordance with either a
certificate issued in terms of section 5 by the Director or Director of Customs, or an open
general permit:
•

Section 5 deals with Permits and Certificates and is consistent with CITES legislation.

•

Section 15 deals with Offences and Penalties.

Any person who contravenes any of the provisions of subsection 1 shall be guilty of an offence,
and liable to a fine or imprisonment.
To effectively ensure compliance, the Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife Management Authority
deployed a permanent team of officers based at all ports of exit and entry to assist border
control officials in monitoring and inspection of all wildlife exports.
Trapping of Animals (Control) Act Chapter 20:21
The Act may be cited as the Trapping of Animals (Control) Act [Chapter 20:21] it is an ACT to
provide for the control, restriction of making, possession and use of certain traps for the purpose
of trapping animals; to control the sale and disposal of certain animals; and to provide for matters
incidental to or connected with the foregoing.
Statutory Instrument 56 0f 2012
Parks and Wild Life (Payment for Hunting of Animals and Fish) Notice, 2012
This instrument provides for compensation values of various wildlife forms to include animals
and fish. It acts as an additional deterrent measure in matters where poaching cases are being
dealt with in accordance with the law. The compensation value for illegal hunting of an elephant
is pegged at US$50 000,00 and rhino at US$120 000,00.
Statutory Instrument 57 of 2012
Parks and Wild Life (Payment for Trapping of Wild Animals) Notice, 2012
This instrument provides for the payment of compensation to the state or game owners in the
event that one is convicted for illegally trapping wild animals on various land categories. The
compensation value for illegal hunting of an elephant is pegged at US $50 000,00 and rhino at US
$120 000,00.
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These values form the basis for the value of the prejudice in Court proceedings and for restitution
purposes by the wrong doer to the complainant in the form of compensation when convicted in
Court.
Statutory Instrument 40 of 1994
Parks and Wildlife (Appropriate Authorities for Communal Land) Notice, 1994, resulted in the
according of Appropriate Authority status to various Rural District Councils. This legislation
devolved authority to Rural District Councils and gave rights to local communities to sustainable
utilize wildlife and other natural resources in their areas of jurisdiction.
Statutory Instrument number 85 and 86 of 2010
Deals with aspects of amount of worked ivory that can be purchased by a foreign clients as
artifacts, a customer is allowed to purchase limited quantities of not more than five (5) of worked
ivory not exceeding 10kgs and not exceeding US$5 000,00 per person. The ivory should be carved
to an extent that the customer will not be able to reproduce other artifacts out of the purchased
ivory. The stringent measures are meant to ensure compliance in our local domestic trade.
General Laws Amendment number 5 of 2011 general notice number 48 amended section 128 of
the Parks and Wild Life Act, Special penalties for certain offences, relating to specially protected
species to include elephant ivory. The penalty provision gives a jail term of nine (9) years on a
first conviction and eleven (11) years and above on a second and subsequent conviction. The
same provides for compensation of the equivalent value of the animal involved upon conviction.
The accused person pays this amount either to the State or owner of the animal.
Elephant Management Plan (2015-2020)
An Elephant Management Plan is in place to conserve and manage the elephant population both
on private and state land.
2.0 LICENCING AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
2.1 Operators
All players in the ivory industry are licensed by the Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife Management
Authority’s CITES Management Authority. Every operator is issued with an Ivory manufacturers’
license. In addition, the workers who handle ivory are also issued with an ivory carver’s license.
This means that you have to be licensed for you to handle ivory in Zimbabwe. This system
effectively closes all backyard ivory carving activities in the country.
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However, Zimbabwe stopped issuing new licenses to new ivory manufactures in 2019 in an
attempt to maintain the number of operators to a manageable limit. Currently there are 7
registered ivory manufactures and 4 registered ivory carvers.
2.2 Enforcement
•
•
•
•

Trade in wildlife products is enforced through a licensing system.
Licenses are only issued after vetting the applicant for any wildlife related criminal record.
Licenses are valid for a calendar year and renewable annually.
There are three types of licenses in force namely
1. Ivory Manufacturers License,
2. Trophy Dealers License and
3. Trophy Retailers License
4. Ivory carver’s license
All traders are registered and licensed by Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife Management
Authority.

•

1. Ivory Manufacturers License- authorizes the holder to manufacture and sell ivory products
only
• Employees of Ivory Manufactures responsible for ivory carving are also licensed by the
Authority as Ivory Carvers.
• No ivory is sold by the manufacturer in its raw state.
• Limited quantities of not more than five (5) ivory products weighing not more than 10kgs
in total shall be sold to a client at a time.
• Ivory products sold to clients are treated as personal belongings and cannot be
commercialized.
2. Trophy Dealers License- authorizes the holder to manufacture other game products except
ivory and products from specially protected species.
3. Trophy Retailers License- authorizes the holder to sell ivory products purchased from
licensed Ivory Manufactures and other game products purchased from licensed Trophy
Dealers. Keep registers of what they would have purchased from Ivory Manufactures and
Trophy Dealers.
4. Ivory carver’s license authorizes one to carve raw elephant ivory into finished products

3.1 Supply of raw Ivory by the State
•
•

Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife Management Authority is the sole supplier of raw ivory.
Only registered Ivory Manufacturers are allowed to buy raw ivory from the Authority’s
Central stores.
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3.2 Disposal of Ivory products by Ivory Manufactures
•
•

Ivory products are sold directly to Trophy Retailers and individual clients
Manufactures are only allowed to sell ivory products from the premises to which the
license relates.
Street vending and buying of wildlife products is strictly prohibited.
Clients can only buy from licensed dealers whose licenses are displayed in shops.
Products sold to individual clients are solely for personal use and cannot be
commercialized
Each individual client is restricted to a maximum of five (5) ivory products and weighing up
to 10kgs in total per transaction and on export.

•
•
•
•

3.3 Disposal of Ivory products by Trophy retailers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retailers are only allowed to sell ivory products from the premises to which the license
relates.
Products are sold directly to individual clients.
Street vending and buying of wildlife products is strictly prohibited.
Clients can only buy from licensed dealers whose licenses are displayed in shops.
Products sold to individual clients are solely for personal use and cannot be
commercialized.
Each individual client is restricted to a maximum of five (5) ivory products and weighing
up to 10kgs in total per transaction and on export.

4.1 Export /import of ivory products
•
•
•
•

All export of ivory products are accompanied by a CITES export/import permits.
Products meant for export are physically presented to the Authority for inspection and
verification before an export permit is issued.
Ivory products are carried in person to a specific destination indicated on export permit.
At the port of exit, all products are checked against accompanying export documents

5.1 Recording, Traceability and Reporting Systems
•
•
•
•

The Authority keeps and maintains a database which can generates raw ivory sales report
The Authority also keeps and maintains a database which generates exported products
reports.
Ivory Manufactures submit a return to the Authority at the end of each month.
Ivory Manufactures use a standard form to record the following information;
1. Raw ivory purchased during the month.
2. Description and quantity of manufactured items.
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3. Description and quantity of manufactured items and raw ivory in stock at the end of
each month.
4. Description and quantity of items sold.
5. Dust- accumulated dust and dust from each manufactured tusk.
6. Offcuts- accumulated offcuts and offcuts from each manufactured tusk.
Trophy Dealers and Trophy Retailers use standard forms to report stocks on trade.

6.1 Monitoring and Awareness Campaigns
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Periodic inspection of dealers’ premises is conducted by the Authority and other state
security agencies.
Movement of products on trade is monitored through monthly returns, export permits
other reports.
Awareness campaigns to dealers and visiting clients is conducted concurrently with the
inspection exercise.
Border control personnel and other law enforcement agents also assist in monitoring the
movement of goods across borders.
Training of other law enforcement Agents such as the Zimbabwe Republic police,
Prosecution Authorities and the Judiciary on Ivory related issues is done.
Joint operation with other law enforcement Agent is also carried out.
Carrying out conservation education and awareness campaigns with communities

7.1 Measures In Place To Ensure That Domestic Ivory Markets Are Not Contributing To Poaching
Or Illegal Trade
•

•
•
•
•
•

Zimbabwe has adopted a zero tolerance initiative to poaching and wildlife trade and
trafficking. The Parks and Wildlife General Laws Amendment number 5 of 2011 provides
9 years jail term for anyone found in possession of specially protected wildlife products
and killing of the animals
Training border officials including police, customs, and wildlife officers on basic skills for
identifying and discovering concealment/ concealed wildlife specimens and knowledge
on appropriate export/ import documents
Foster cross-border collaboration and improved sharing and networking of intelligence
among strategic ports and airports
Deployment of trade and compliance inspectors at entry/ exit points
Collaboration with reputable research institutions in managing and presenting evidence
in courts of law through new technologies
Formulating various enabling policies, legislation and strategies that promote wildlife
conservation and protection. Zimbabwe has a National Policy for Wildlife and has species
specific policies such as Rhino Policy and Management Framework and Elephant Policy
and Management Plan.
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•
•
•
•

Involvement of all arms of Government responsible for tackling wildlife crime and private
stakeholders in the fight against illegal wildlife trade and all forms of poaching Lobbying
parliament for enactment of deterrent legislation
Sharing of information between seizing authorities and the countries of origin/ export
Political will to implement wildlife programmes
Appropriate Authority Status (ref. Parks and Wildlife Act Chapter 20:14) gives
responsibility for the management, protection and utilization of wildlife to legal occupiers
of any land. This is the basis for devolving management of and benefits from wildlife to
local levels and broad participation in wildlife industry; thus, creating an incentive to
wildlife producers and in turn assisting in self-policing initiatives
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